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Hi guys, I wish you a happy halloween. I hope you enjoy the video. It shows the gladiator/tank POV in Narakali
normal mode. We did 10/12 quests. If you like the video feel free to give it a thumps ...Gladiator tanking
Katalamize + AA + Effective use of DP.If you are looking for a versatile melee class, look no further than Aion
s glorious Gladiator. Whether you choose to play as a tank that packs an extra punchAion Warrior can be built
in Gladiator and Templar, so which is the best choice for PvP or PvE in Aion? This guide mainly focused on
introducing the two kinds of build to readers, and the difference between this two kinds of build. Indicated by
official site description, the Gladiator is good at deal damages instead of defensing.There are four primary
classes and eight specialized classes in Aion. Four primary classes are Warrior, Mage, Scout or Priest. In this
article, I want to talk about Warrior. Gladiator and Templar are two specialized classes of Warrior. Specially
speaking, I want to write a guide about Gladiator leveling.Highlights of the Aion Gladiator Leveling Secrets
Guide: Learn where the most rewarding leveling spots are in the game, so that you can rise meteorically to
Level 55 in just two weeks; Be able to take on anything with our secret stigma skill advice for the best PvPvE,
DPS, off-tanking and survivability etcAion at IGN: walkthroughs, items, maps, video tips, and strategies ...
Aion Wiki Guide Table of Contents. ... the Gladiator isn't as strong of a tank character in comparison to their
Templar ...Aion Gladiator PvE Gameplay Guide Combining the devastation of melee DPS and the protection of
glorious plate armor, Aion's Gladiator class is mo ... Aion's Gladiator class is more than just damage or defense.
Being a hybrid isn't easy though and this class has more than a few tricks of the trade that players will need to
know.The Gladiator is the close range, AoE damage dealing class of Aion as it has more AoE skills than any
other class. As the Gladiator is a hybrid tank/dps class they have many different types of weapons to choose
from.The real test is on bosses. I'm also going to try to play gladiator as more of a dps class rather than a tank
class. I will still taunt, but instead of staying in the defense stance, I'll use the offense stance and focus less on
tanking up (good thing I took off my defense stigmas) and hold agro with damage. I hope this goes well.I just
got this game today to play mainly PvE (maybe PvP later on) with some friends and I was the designated "tank"
of the group. My friends are a sorc and a ranger and I was wondering if being a gladiator or aethertech would be
better.Greetings! I've been a member of this community since 2.0 and played on many other Aion servers in the
past. I can say that I've gained enough experience in playing gladiator and I will use what I've learned so far and
present you with this in-depth guide about the ins and outs of playing this class.Newbie Gladiator looking for
help with build/rotation/how to pvp. Feb 10th 2017, 3:42am. Title says all. I am new to Aion lvl 68 near 69
gladiator. I want to get some tips and help from my brothers at arms. Any help/tips are welcomed. Like what
manastones to use stigma builds etc.for PvE dungeons, which classes are prefered and for what role (E.G.: main
tank / off-tank / add tank)? The main tank is the templar, however on some instances gladiators and aethertechs
can do. But, the hardests dungeons are never tanked by glad/At, templar is the most tanker.A Tank is a player in
a party that is intended to soak damage from mobs and prevent more vulnerable party members from being
attacked. In theory, the tank should be the only one taking damage, and therefore be the only one who needs
healing.A tank needs to be healed in order to ultimately survive a fight.

